Trusted Research
Environment
Providing researchers with a collaborative space for the
research analysts to unlock the real power of collaborative
insight. Our collaborate product provides you with a suite of
analysis tools for data mining, and offers you the peace of mind
that all data is securely stored, with access rules set by you.

Think of this solution as “Collaborate Light”, all the same
security and collaborative power, but with a limited selection
of analysis tools for a shallower dive into the data.

Data

Supports the governance approach of your organisation or
data custodians. Providing a simple user interface it enables
approved administrative staff to be in total control of who has
access to data and for how long. Secure doesn’t have a single
approach to governance, it has your approach to governance –
whatever that maybe.

Technology
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beyond data.

SeRP is the complete
customisable solution
for data sharing,
linkage and analysis
in a safe, secure and
controlled environment
that’s accredited to the
highest international
standard.

Data

Technology

DNA datasets require robust storage capacities, and even more
robust security protocols, Genomics ticks the boxes in both
these areas. This solution allows us to receive and hold data,
and add the required processing pipelines and applications as
they are required. A powerful, secure and safe solution to DNA
data analysis.

Government policies can often restrict the sharing of certain
data from your servers. SeRP Federate’s TRE enables your data
to support research across the globe without compromising
any security.

The storing and displaying of medical images can be a real
challenge. The volume and size of images makes them difficult
to store and process. Our imaging solution pulls together a set
of specialist technologies providing you with a seamless and
intuitive solution to image management.

This is our state of the art Natural Language Processing (NLP)
platform. It allows you to tap into unstructured data sources
such as handwritten notes and extract meaningful information
with a high level of accuracy. Enabling the creation of research
ready datasets.

When your project needs some extra processing power, our
Scale solution enables you to draw on a local level boost to
your desktop. Projects involving AI and machine learning often
require next level computing power, and Scale will provide the
improvement to your spec and storage capacity that you need.

Using world leading technology, Linkage offers probabilistic
and deterministic approaches. SeRP Linkage provides a
reliable, accurate and intelligent data linkage services that
can enable record linkage across your datasets.

SeRP Safe is a controlled environment developed to allow
the sharing of large data. Using a robust NLP module and
user friendly query management, it allows a ‘data in’ and
‘answers out’ task straightforwardly via it’s intuitive, safe
and secure interface.

